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Abstract

We construct the family of spin chain Hamiltonians, which have affine U,g quantum group symmetry. Their eigenvalues
coincides with the eigenvalues of the usual spin chain Hamiltonians which have non-affine Lr,g” quantum group symmetry,
but have the degeneracy of levels, corresponding to affine U,g. The space of states of these chains are formed by the tensor
product of the fully reducible representations.

1. Introduction
Quantum group symmetry plays great role in integrable statistical models [ l-31 and conformal field
theory [ 4-61.
It is well known that many integrable Hamiltonians
have a quantum group symmetry. For example, the
XXZ Heisenberg Hamiltonian with particular boundary terms [5] is U&2-invariant.
The infinite XXZ
spin chain has a larger symmetry: affine Uy& [7].
The single spin site of most considered Hamiltonians
forms an irreducible representation of the Lie algebra
of its quantum deformation.
Here we construct the family of spin chain Hamiltonians, which have affine quantum group symmetry.
The space of states of these chains are formed by the
tensor product of the fully reducible representations.
We show that the model, considered in [ 81, which
corresponds to some generalization
of the Habbard
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Hamiltonian in the strong repulsion limit, is a particular case of our general construction. The affine quantum group symmetry leads to a high degeneracy of
energy levels.
The energy levels of these spin chains are formed
on the states, constructed from the highest weight vectors of quantum group representations.
In particular
cases the restriction of the considered spin chain on
these states gives rise to Heisenberg spin chain or the
Haldane-Shastry long range interaction spin chain.
It is difficult in a moment to name a set of physical problems with which the constructed Hamiltonians
directly relate (besides the above mentioned).
However it is essential to point out that affine symmetries
appear in 2D physics when matter fields interact with
gravity (in a noncritical string theory).

2. Definitions
Let us recall the definition of the quantum KacMoody group V,g. It is generated by the generators
ei, fi, hi satisfying the relations
rights reserved.
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[hi,

e.j]= Cjjej,

[hi,fjl = -Cijfj

3. Quantum group invariant Hamiltonians
reducible representations

[e;v.fjJ =4j[hlq
and q-deformed Serre relations, which we do not write
here. Here q is a deformation parameter, [xlq :=
(X4 - x- ‘)/(q - q-l)* Ci,j i S a Cartan matrix of the
corresponding Kac-Moody algebra g.
On U,g there is a Hopf algebra structure:

Let V = @El VA;be a direct sum of the finite dimensional irreducible representations of U,g. We denote
by V(nl,. . . ,xN> the corresponding affine Uqg representation with spectral parameters xi:
VCXI,. ..Y-Q)

A(ei)

=ki@ei+ei@kly’,

for

=,;

VA,(%)

A(ki’)=k”@kf’
We consider the intertwining

operator

A(f,)=ki@fi+fi@kii
H(x1,.
where ki := q ‘*I/*. This comultiplication
tended to the L-fold tensor product by
AL-’ (e;)

=

c

k;@...

@ki@

l=i

AL-’ (k”

) = k”

u

-+

p,(el)

= x.fh

ei @ki’@...@klT’
1

@ . . . ~$3k”

= 6.

pAf0)

P.x(fi)

= x-‘efh

=

fi,

p.x(hi)

,~N)@v(xl,

. . . . XN)

pAh0)
=hit

V(Xl,.

..,xN)

@vv(xl,...,%V),

= 0, for all a E (/yg. If V =
[H(Xl,.
. . ,x~),L\(a)]
VA consists of one irreducible component then H is
a multiple of identity, because the tensor product is
irreducible in this case. To carry out the general case
let us gather all equivalent irreps together3 :

Let g be an affine algebra and go is the underlying
finite algebra: g = 20. Then for any complex x there is
the q-deformation of loop homomorphism px: U,g -+
U,ga, which is given by
p.,(eo)

. * ,xN):v(xl,...

can be ex-

= -he

where all VA,(xi) are nonequivalent
and N,+ N C”;
have a dimension equal to the multiplicity of VA;(Xi)
in V(q). . . , xiy). By the hat over the tensor product
we mean that U,g does not act on NA,&Vn,(xi) by
means of A but acts as id @ g.
So, we have
V(Xl,. ..,xlv)c3’v(xl,...,xN)

(1)

where i = I,. . . , n and 6’ is a maximal root of U,g.
Using pX one can construct the spectral parameter dependent representation of U,g from the representation
of U&o.
Let V, (XI ) and V2(x2) be constructed in such a way
that they allow irreducible finite dimensional representations of Uqg with parameters xi and x2 correspondingly. The U,g-representations
on V, (xi ) E9 &(x2)
constructed by means of A and A are both irreducible,
in general, and equivalent

=03NA,hNAjh(VA,(Xi)
8 V,(xj))

(3)

i,.i

NOW, V,,;(Xi) ~3 VA,(Xj) is equivalent only to itself
and to VA,(Xj) @ V~;(xi) (for i + j) by the operator k(Xi/Xj) = PR(xi/Xj),
where P is tensor product permutation: P(vl @ ~2) = u2 ~3 ~1. So, the commutant H( XI, . . . ,XN) of U,g on V(XI,...,X~V)
@
V(Xl,
* . . , XN ) has the following form:

H fB<,JN&Nnj&‘~iW~,
R(xi,xT)A(g)

=A(g)R(x,,Xz),

gE U,g

(2)

The R-matrix R(XI ,x2) depends only on xi /x2 and is
a Boltzmann weight of some integrable statistic mechanical system.

= 4i6idvA,~vAj

+ Bijhfiv,,Bv,,

(xi/Xi)

(4)

3The U,g-equivalence of LQi(xi) requires that the spectral parameters .Ti and the highest weights Ai are the same.
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where Aij and Bij are any operators on NA#&N~,.
Let us consider some particular cases of this general
construction.
(i) Let V(x) = V(x,x) = VA(X) 63 VA(X). The second term in (4) is absent in this case and H has
the factorized form:
A = a$

H = A&idv,Bv, ,

(ii)

H(xI,x~)

0
d.R21 (x2/n

f.id
0

0
)

0

0
g.id 1
(5)

Here we used R21 = zibi
@ a, for Rl2 =
C;ai @ bi. Note, that we can normalize the
R-matrices to satisfy the unitarity condition
R~~(z)R~I(z-])
= id. This leads to
H(xl,_x~)~

= idBid

i

@ . . . @ id

@&Bid

If we choose g = s1(2) and V = V,p @ V, @
v,@. . . $ Vi, where VI/, is the fundamental representation of U,sZ;! and VOis the trivial one dimensional representation of one, one can obtain
the Hamiltonian corresponding to a strong repulsion limit of some generalization of the Habbard model considered in [ 81. The representation (5.13) there is a U&-representation
on V.
Following [8] from the operator H the following
Hamiltonian acting on W = V@” can be constructed 4 :
L-l

R=CHii+l
i=l

(7)

Here and in the following for the operator X = XI xl @
.vr on V @ V we denote by Xi,/ its action on W defined
by
we omit the dependence

(8)

i
By construction,

I? is quantum
=0

group invariant:

Vg E U,g

Let Vs be the linear space, spanned by the highest
weight vectors in V: p := @!,u~~, where UA,E VA, is
a highest weight vector, and Wc := VeeL. The space
We is n-invariant. This follows from the intertwining
property of A. For general q, W is the U,g-irreducible
module so the action of u4g on Wc generates all W.
So, the energy levels of H are highly degenerate.
First, one can consider R on the space Ws and determine (if it is possible) the energy levels and corresponding eigenvectors there. Then performing the
quantum group on each eigenvector of some energy
level one can obtain the whole eigenspace for this
level. Moreover, the space I@ itself is a direct sum
of A-invariant spaces, each is spanned by the tensor
products of fixed number highest weight vectors from
each equivalence class of irreps:

(6)

(iii)

4 Here and in the following

I

[R,AL-l(g)]

where a, p, y, S = i are indexes, corresponding
to each VA.
Let now V(xl ,x2)
= VA,(Xl) @ b*(Q)
( VA,(x;) are mutually nonequivalent).
Then H
acquires the form

a.id
0
0
c.id
=
0 eeRtz(xt/xz)
0
0
(

id @ . , .@id@&@id@...@id

Xij = C

on xi.

wopl...pM := wd,,
I#(hi,xi)

@ . . * @ 4,,,

E {(Al,xl),...,(AN,XN)}=Pi}

The A-invariance

of Wj,,,,,,,jM follows again from

the definition of A as an intertwining operator. The
energy levels are now determined on these spaces.
Note that the dimension of K$,,,,pu is
L
( PI . ..plW >
Every Hamiltonian eigenvector wo E q,,.,py
rise to a U,g-representation
space of dimension

gives

(9)
This is the degeneracy level of its energy value. In
the particular case when all VA, are equivalent, the
degeneracy level is (dim V,) L. Note that
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sinh(cui),cu

p,+...+pk#=L

rational case
E R, hyperbolic case
trigonometric case
(13)

=

(

kN,+kdimVA,)L
k=l

as it must be.
For example, if we choose two equivalent representations (the first case above), then dim Ve = 2 and
there is one term in the decomposition (9). H now is
the most general action on Va 8 Vc. As a particular
case, the XYZ Hamiltonian in the magnetic field can
be obtained. This case is most trivia1 because the degeneracy of all energy levels is the same. So, for the
statistical sum Zn( /3) = C,, exp( -/En)
we have

Z,(P) = (dim %)L&dP)

The trigonometric model is defined on the periodic
chain and the sum in (12) is performed over 1 5 i,
j 5 L. Rational and hyperbolic models are defined on
the infinite chain.
One can try to generalize the Hamiltonian ( 12) for
the reducible spin representations by

E!~s= C

;<j

+

H;j 7

(14)

di-j

where H is taken for the case (10) of the second
example in the previous section. But it is easy to see
that it is not invariant with respect to quantum group.
This is because the equation

Let us choose
ai,;(xi,~z)A~-‘(g)
a=g=e=d=],

(10)

c=f=O

for the second example.

W” coincides

Then the restriction of B on
with the Bethe XXX spin chain.

i

PI + ~2 = L corresponds to all states
with the same sz = p1/2 value of spin projection Sz =
l/2 ci a:. If we return to R the energy level degeneracy of each eigenstate with the same spin projection
is multiplies by (dim VA,) 2s: (dim VA,)L-2s~.
space

W~,,)z,

4. Generalization
chains

to long range interaction spin

Let us consider now the generalization of the above
construction in case of long range interacting Hamiltonians.
Recall that the Haldane-Shastry
spin chain is given
by [9-111

HHS= C
;<j

1
(15)

gc u,g
is valid only for i = j f 1.
To overcome this difficulty let us substitute
of H;j the operator 5

instead

i
(11)

The

=AL-‘(g)~,j(~i,~z)

-&Pii
9

Flij) = Glijl H,i-iiGL,:)

9

where

G(,) = HG+IH~+I~+~. . . Hj-2j-i

(16)

The “nonlocal” term like Flij) appeared as a boundary
term in the construction of quantum group invariant
and in some sense periodic spin chains [ 12,131.
Note that it follows from (5), ( lo), (6) that H;;+l
satisfy
H;_I;H;;+lHl-1;

= H;;+lH;-l;H;;+l,

Hz+, = 1

This is a realization of permutation algebra. In contrast
to the standard realization by P;.j, the relation
P;-l;P;;+l Pj-1; = P;-I;+1
is not fulfilled. The restriction of H;;+I on the highest
weight space WOcoincides with Pi;+,. Also it is easy
to see from ( 16) that

(12)

di-.j

Here the spins take values in the fundamental representation of sl,. It is well known that the Hamiltonian
( 12) is integrable if d; has one of the following values

F[ij]

IWO =

Pi.j

5 Note that F[ijl and G[ijl act nontrivially on all indexes i, i+
., j.

I,

So we include them into the bracket in order to avoid

confusion with the definition (8).
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So, the spin chain defined by
(17)
is quantum group invariant and its restriction on the
space W” coincides with the Haldane-Shastry
spin
chain ( 12). The energy levels of Z&s coincides with
the levels of ( 12). The degeneracy degree with respect
to the latter is defined by (9).
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